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ABSTRACT  

Detecting and avoiding collisions during walking is critical for safe mobility. To determine the effectiveness of clinical 

interventions, a realistic objective outcome measure is needed. A real-world obstacle course with moving hazards has 

numerous limitations (e.g., safety concerns of physical collision, inability to control events, maintaining event 

consistency, and event randomization). Virtual reality (VR) platforms may overcome such limitations. We developed a 

VR walking collision detection test using a standalone head-mounted display (HMD, Meta Quest 2) with the Unity 3D 

engine to enable subjects’ physical walking within a VR environment (i.e., a busy shopping mall). The performance 

measures focus on the detection and avoidance of potential collisions, where a pedestrian may (or may not) walks toward 

a collision with the subject, while various non-colliding pedestrians are presented simultaneously. The physical space 

required for the system was minimized. During the development, we addressed expected and unexpected hurdles, such 

as mismatch of visual perception of VR space, limited field of view (FOV) afforded by the HMD, design of pedestrian 

paths, design of the subject task, handling of subject’s response (detection or avoidance behavior), use of mixed reality 

(MR) for walking path calibration. We report the initial implementation of the HMD VR walking collision detection and 

avoidance scenarios that showed promising potential as clinical outcome measures.  

Keywords: Virtual reality, head-mounted display, walking simulator, mobility test, collision, mixed reality, field of 

view 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Detecting and avoiding collisions during walking are critical for everyday safe mobility. Pedestrian-to-pedestrian (P2P) 

collisions that occur in a crowded area like busy shopping malls or transportation terminals are such cases, where not 

only the walking subject but also the other approaching pedestrian fail to notice a possible collision with each other. For 

patients with visual field loss, such type of collisions has been reported as one of their frequent mobility problems in 

daily life.1-6 For patients with peripheral field loss, P2P collision occurs due to a lack of situational awareness caused by 

the limited visual field.  

Various clinical interventions using prism glasses7-11 and head-mounted displays12-14 have been developed to reduce 

such collision risks in patients with field loss, and their efficacy has been demonstrated by visual field measure and in 

obstacle courses as mobility performance.15-20 However, most obstacle courses are composed of stationary obstacles, 

which may be sufficient for testing navigation and path finding but do not address dynamic obstacles such as P2P 

collision risk. In order to claim the effectiveness of clinical interventions, they should be directly tested with P2P 

collision events in a realistic environment, where multiple non-colliding pedestrians are simultaneously presented along 

with a colliding pedestrian. However, including such dynamic/walking pedestrians in the real-world obstacle course is 

hard to achieve because all pedestrians need to be controlled precisely on their appearing timing, where their walking 

paths and speeds need to be varied event by event. Also, the P2P collision event increases safety concerns of physical 

harm due to a collision between the subject and pedestrians. Previously, a video-based collision detection test was 

developed,21-23 showing first-person perspective walking videos to a standing subject on a large screen with a guided 

fixation. However, this setup did not support physical walking and thus lacked critical clues utilized in natural walking 

(e.g., gaze movement, depth, and locomotive sensory cues) and collision avoidance (e.g., speed and path changes). 
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To build realistic P2P collision scenarios in a risk-free environment and overcome the limitations of real-world 

obstacle courses, we develop an HMD VR walking collision detection and avoidance test. Since P2P collision events are 

presented in a VR world while subjects walk in a real-world empty (i.e., obstacle free) space, no physical harm is posed 

to the subjects when they fail to detect or avoid a collision with VR pedestrians. The freedom of walking behavior (e.g., 

speed and path changes) and gaze movement enables to measure of realistic collision detection and avoidance 

performance. Also, a variety of walking environments (e.g., busy shopping mall or train station), walking paths, and 

collision events can be easily configured to reduce the training effects caused by repeated exposures to the same walking 

path which is one of the major limitations in real-world obstacle courses. This freedom of configuration also allows 

repeated measure data collection events. Precise event controls are another benefit afforded by HMD VR pedestrian 

walking scenarios where each collision event representing different types of P2P collision can be simulated with a slight 

variation of non-colliding (distracting) pedestrian configurations. Non-colliding pedestrians have their own randomness 

in their appearing position, walking speeds, and walking path, while they do not interfere the colliding pedestrian’s 

walking path relative to the subject’s walking path, e.g., non-colliding pedestrians are programmed not to block the 

colliding pedestrian. Finally, the subject’s and pedestrians’ exact positions and orientation in the VR world, the number 

of collisions, gaze movements, and the subject’s response are logged so that the complex subject’s behavior interactions 

with other pedestrians can be analyzed later determining the detection and avoidance of potential collisions.  

2. DEVELOPMENT OF HMD VR WALKING COLLISION DETECTION TEST 

2.1 Calibrating physical space requirement for experiment 

The HMD VR walking experiment needs an empty space because the subject’s physical locomotion needs to be allowed 

to measure more realistic walking performance and behaviors. However, we cannot afford the same size of such a large 

space used in the VR world (e.g., a busy shopping mall). To minimize the physical space requirement, we apply a 

“Walk-and-Turn” strategy in our test. With this strategy, the subject is supposed to walk along a straight path in the real 

world, while a collision (or non-collision) event is simulated in VR. Once the subject reaches the end of the path, the 

program asks the subject to turn 180 to face the physical path that the subject just followed. The next event in a 

different location of the VR shopping mall is simulated while the subject is following in reserve the same real-world path 

again. In our scenario design, the simulation of a collision event takes about 6s. Adding a couple of seconds before and 

after a collision event simulation requires about 10s of total walking time, which is about 10m of walking distance when 

we assume that the subject’s walking speed is 1m/s on average. Since our pilot data showed that subjects need less than 

±1 m of lateral space to make a natural collision avoidance behavior, our VR collision performance measuring platform 

can be deployed in around 2 m×10 m real-world space, which is similar to a wide corridor. Note that the subjects do not 

need that much lateral space because a slight change of their walking orientation or walking speed (e.g., a brief pause of 

walking), or both (e.g., sidestep), can avoid the pre-programmed collisions.  

In this strategy, making the subjects turn exactly 180 is critical because if it fails, the subjects will deviate from the 

physical path and may hit the walls or any physical obstacles initially off from the path in the real-world corridor. To 

resolve this problem, we utilized a mixed reality (MR) technique to realign the walking path in the real world and virtual 

world. When the subjects arrive at the endpoint of the walking path, the HMD’s view turns from VR to MR mode (i.e., 

passthrough view in Meta Quest 2) and asks the subjects to recalibrate their position and orientation to the predefined 

real-world path. Figure 1 shows an example of the MR calibration step, where a virtual calibration target (i.e., a yellow 

vertical line) is presented over an edge-enhanced real-world view. Subjects need to align the calibration target to the 

predefined (obstacle free) walking path in the real world.  This MR view is also activated when subjects approach too 

close to possible a real-world obstacle (e.g., wall or column). To assure the safety of the subjects, our protocol requires 

the presence of two experimenters to monitor and prevent any possible real-world collision or tripping.  
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Figure 1. MR calibration steps. When subjects arrive at the VR path-end, a virtual calibration target (i.e., a yellow vertical 

line) is presented over an edge-enhanced real-world view (edge-filtered passthrough view in Meta Quest 2). Subjects turn 

180 and then align the virtual calibration target (yellow vertical line) with the real-world (obstacle free) walking path on the 

floor. New segment of simulated walking starts when a subject is ready.   

 

2.2 Measuring the FOV of the VR headset 

Although the FOV of the VR HMD that we use (Meta Quest 2) was (roughly) described in their specification (~110°), 

we noticed that it may vary with the back vertex distance of the individual user. It is particularly important in our HMD 

VR walking test because the HMD itself may restrict the subject’s peripheral visual field and lead to a wider head 

scanning pattern. Note that people with normal vision have about 180° lateral binocular visual field. In this case, a 

failure of collision detection approaching from the out of FOV may be due to the HMD’s hardware limitation, rather 

than the subject’s natural FOV or scanning during walking. Therefore, we needed to measure individual FOV on HMD 

before the task.   

We developed a FOV measuring program that shows a longitudinal (for horizontal FOV) or latitudinal line (for 

vertical FOV) on a sphere centered at the subject’s viewpoint and slowly moves (1°/s) from the far periphery to the 

center of the HMD’s view in a VR world (Fig. 2). Subject’s task was to maintain the fixation at the center of the screen 

and press the button as quickly as possible when the line is visible. The angular position of the line at the time of the 

subject’s response was recorded as the FOV. The measurements were repeated to find the upper, lower, left, and right 

boundaries of the FOV that HMD provides. We measured the FOV of 8 normal vision subjects when they wore the 

HMD (Fig. 2c), which shows the variability of FOV across the subjects. We included the FOV measure before 

conducting the VR walking experiment to justify the effect of FOV on the detection and avoidance performance.  
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Figure 2. Individual binocular FOV measure on HMD. (a) Subject’s view of the FOV measure on each side. (b) Concept of 

the FOV measure in top and side view. (c) Results of 8 normal vision subjects’ FOV on Meta Quest 2. Note that only sizes 

of FOV on four axes were measured. The dashed lines are a rough estimation of FOV to connect them. 

 

2.3 Mechanisms for events triggering and end of trial notification  

Our HMD VR walking collision detection test allows the subject’s free path planning during the walking. Although there 

is a visible path in the simulated VR world, there is no guarantee that the subject is on the path at a given time point 

during walking because the subject may need to be off from the path to avoid a collision. This means that at the end of 

the segment walk, there is no guarantee that the subject is at the end of the pre-planned path. One way to handle this 

issue is to put a set of visible path markers (e.g., a pink object in Fig. 1 lower-left screenshot) along the path, one for 

event trigger and the other for the end of path notification, and then ask subjects that they must pass through those 

makers at the end of the walking. However, this additional enforcement may prime the subject’s response to the collision 

event and disrupt natural collision avoidance behavior. To minimize this problem, we set an invisible zone for event 

triggering and end of trial notification. When a new walking segment is started, the subject is set to stand in the invisible 

zone (turn off). As the subject starts walking out of the zone, a collision event is triggered (turn on), presenting various 

pedestrians on the scene. When the subject has walked into the zone passed the collision point, the end of the segment is 

initiated, which includes clearing the scene and activating the MR calibration step (Fig. 1) for the next trial.  

2.4 Designing various types of collision events in VR 

We designed and implemented two kinds of colliding pedestrians, Face-to-Face and Overtaken colliding pedestrians, 

and various non-colliding pedestrians serving to create a busy shopping mall environment, with the assumption that 

subjects are going to walk at their PWS while walking along the straight path. 

A Face-to-Face colliding pedestrian appears at a given bearing angle (β) at the same distance as the subject is located 

from the assumed collision point when the event is triggered. The assumed collision point along the path is decided for 

each event, based on each subject’s PWS and a designed time-to-collision (6s). For example, if a subject’s measured 

PWS is 1 m/s and the time-to-collision is set to 6 s, the assumed collision point will be set at 6m away from the event 

triggering point. The colliding pedestrian is set to walk at the same speed as the subject’s PWS. Since the subject and the 

colliding pedestrian start walking at the same distance away from the assumed collision position and at the same walking 

speed, they arrive at the assumed collision point at the same time, causing the collision. Figure 3a shows a Face-to-Face 

colliding event for a patient with right homonymous hemianopia (i.e., loss of field of vision in right hemifield in both 

eyes). The bearing angle of the Face-to-Face colliding pedestrian is randomly chosen among ±20° and ±40° for each 

event.  

An Overtaken colliding pedestrian appears along the bearing angle (β) where the subject’s initial position is located 

slightly beyond the border of the pedestrian’s normal FOV (α>90) (Fig. 3b). Since overtaken pedestrians appear in front 

of the subject, where the position is closer to the collision point, they walk slower than subject’s PWS. Note that in a 

Face-to-Face colliding event, where the approaching subject is within the pedestrian’s FOV (α<90), the pedestrian may 

be able to detect and avoid a possible collision with the subject. In an Overtaken colliding event, however, the subject is 
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out of the normal pedestrian’s FOV (α>90), which means that the social responsibility to detect and avoid a possible 

collision is on the subject. As shown in Fig. 3b, if the subject is right homonymous hemianopia (i.e., loss of field of 

vision in right hemifield in both eyes), Overtaken colliding event may not be detected by the patient. The bearing angle 

of the Overtaken colliding pedestrian is randomly chosen among ±20°, ±40°, and ±60° for each event. Note that the 

colliding pedestrians with ±60° bearing angle are positioned out of the FOV afforded by the HMD (Fig. 2c), so subjects 

require a head scan to detect a possible collision. 

Non-colliding pedestrians appear at various locations when the event is triggered. They are set to pass the assumed 

collision point with a randomly selected passing offset when the subject arrives at the assumed collision point (Fig. 3c). 

Note that the passing offset must be large enough to be clearly distinguishable from the colliding pedestrian. If the 

passing offset is positive, the pedestrian crosses the subject’s walking path in front of the subject. If the passing offset is 

negative, the pedestrian crosses the subject’s walking path behind the subject. The walking speed of the pedestrian with 

a positive or negative passing offset is set to be faster or slower than the subject’s PWS, respectively. If a non-colliding 

pedestrian’s walking path intersects with the line of sight from the subject and the colliding pedestrian during the 

walking, a such pedestrian is configured not to be deployed in colliding events.  

  

Figure 3. Design of colliding and non-colliding event for a patient with right homonymous hemianopia (i.e., loss of right 

half of vision). (a) Face-to-face pedestrian collision, (b) overtaken pedestrian collision, and (c) non-colliding pedestrians 

(passing in front and passing behind). Angle β represents the bearing angle of the pedestrian with respect to the patient’s 

walking direction, and α represents the bearing angle of the patient with respect to the pedestrian’s walking direction. Grey 

and blue colored fields represent the patient’s and pedestrian’s blind field, respectably. Note that in all conditions illustrated 

above, a pedestrian is approaching from the patient’s blind side so without active gaze movement towards their blind side or 

the help of visual aids, the patients may not detect a possible collision. It may be more critical for the overtaken colliding 

event because not only the patient but also the pedestrian cannot notice the possible collision (α>90).  

 

2.5 Designing scenarios for HMD VR walking collision detection and avoidance 

We provided various control options for the scenarios: turning on/off a leading kid to guide the walking speed and 

attention to the path and turning on/off non-colliding pedestrians to control difficulty. As a result, we developed 8 

different types of scenarios: 1) No pedestrians, with a leading kid; 2) No pedestrians with no leading kid; 3) Single 

colliding pedestrian with a leading kid; 4) Single colliding pedestrian with no leading kid; 5) Multiple non-colliding 

pedestrians with a leading kid; 6) Multiple non-colliding pedestrians with no leading kid; and 7) Main scenario with a 

leading kid; and 8) Main scenario with no leading kid.  

The first scenarios without a leading kid and without any other pedestrians (i.e., empty mall) are used to measure 

the subject’s PWS, which is used to design individualized collision scenarios. Then the leading kid in other scenarios 

walks at the measured PWS which helps the subject maintain a constant walking speed. The next two scenarios with a 

single colliding pedestrian without any other non-colliding pedestrians were used to demonstrate the collision event and 

help the subject to learn the task for the experiment (e.g., press the button when they detect a possible collision and avoid 

it naturally while walking in VR). The run of the multiple non-colliding pedestrian scenarios without the colliding 

pedestrian provides baseline walking behavior (including head scanning pattern) when a subject is exposed to a heavy 

pedestrian traffic environment. The main scenarios are composed of all variations of colliding events in multi-pedestrian 

conditions (2×face-to-face collision events with bearing angles of ±20°and ±40, 2×overtaken collision events with 

bearing angles of ±20°, ±40°, and ±60) and 12 no-colliding (null) events which serve as catch trials (37.5% of events in a 
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scenario). The order of each event type and the places where the event occurs are randomly assigned so that no same 

scenario can be experienced in the repeated scenario runs.  

 

Figure 4. Snapshots of colliding events in action. Colliding pedestrians are marked by yellow dashed ellipses which are not 

part of the actual scenario. During a collision event, the colliding pedestrian remains at the same visual angle and is looming 

if the subject does not make any head/eye rotation and walk straight at a constant speed during walking. However, such a 

case hardly occurs in HMD based VR walking scenarios.  

 

2.6 Subject task and auditory feedback design for natural interaction 

The subject’s task is to press a button on the left- or right-hand controller (if the subject is capable of operating two 

controllers), or sway a thumb stick to left or right (if the subject is not capable of handling the controller with both 

hands), to indicate the direction where a colliding pedestrian coming from as quickly as possible while walking naturally 

following the leading kid or the path indicator on the floor while avoiding a possible collision.  

To maintain the subject’s walking speed close to the measured PWS, auditory feedback has been added in the case 

subject walks too slower (“Hurry up”) or too faster (“Slow down”) than the measured PWS Also, to encourage the 

collision avoidance behavior, auditory feedback (“Hey!”) is programmed to be generated if the subject approaches too 

close to any pedestrian (<0.5m) presented in the scene (regardless of colliding and non-colliding). The HMD walking 

environment for the pilot study was completed by adding a graphical user interface for user information gathering (e.g., 

eye height, PWS, subject ID, etc.) and scenario-to-run selection. Note that the collision event design is based on the 

subject’s PWS, while rendering of the VR scene is based on the physical eye-height parameter so that the rendered VR 

scene is matched with the actual subject’s eye height. 

3. VISUALIZATION OF THE RESULTS 

We tested our HMD VR walking collision detection and avoidance test. The proposed tool could measure various 

collision detection and avoidance behavior. Figure 5 shows real-world walking, corresponding HMD VR walking 

collision detection and avoidance test, and bird eye view with head rotation for visualization of the scenario. When the 

subject was walking in the real-world corridor (first column in Fig. 5), the corresponding VR shopping mall and various 

pedestrians were displayed on the HMD (second column in Fig. 5). The subject’s response in the detection of the 

colliding pedestrian (second row in Fig. 5) and followed collision avoidance behavior were measured (third row in Fig. 

5). Figure 6 shows vertical head rotation and walking speed changes as additional behavioral data in the subject’s 

collision detection and avoidance while walking. Both visualizations indicate that the subject detected a possible 

colliding pedestrian with right head scanning (Fig. 5) at 2.87 s after the start of the trial (purple dashed line in Fig. 6). 

The subject first slowed down the speed (Fig. 6) and then changed the path toward the right (Fig. 5) to avoid the 

collision.  
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Figure 5. Example of HMD VR walking collision detection and avoidance test. While the subject was walking on a real-

world empty corridor (first column), the HMD (second column) showed the busy shopping mall with various pedestrians 

and one colliding pedestrian (red ellipse). The detection of the colliding pedestrian, head rotation, and collision avoidance 

behavior were recorded. A bird-eye view visualization illustrated for logged data (third column). The FOV limited by the 

HMD and the subject’s head orientation is represented by a purple cone shape with a dotted line. Non-colliding pedestrians’ 

position and their walking paths are shown as various colors of diamonds with tails. The colliding target pedestrian is 

marked as a green star. The subject’s button response (i.e., right in this trial) is shown in which direction the subject 

indicated. The trajectory of the subject (purple solid line) indicates the path changes of the subject to avoid collision.  
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Figure 6. Visualizations of vertical head rotation and walking speed variation during the trial in Fig. 5. Purple dashed line 

indicates the response time (RT: 2.87 s) from the beginning of the event. The head rotation data shows that the subject 

looked down about 20 before detecting the possible collision, then made abrupt head rotation changes while avoiding the 

collision. The walking speed data shows the speed change after the detection to avoid collision. Note that the subject 

reached his/her PWS within 2s (=walking speed of the kid). Other non-colliding pedestrians’ walking speed is also 

illustrated (each number represents the pedestrians in Fig. 5). 

4. CONCLUSION 

We developed the realistic collision detection and avoidance test on HMDs with actual walking and free gaze scanning. 

The result of a pilot test and data visualization utilizing the developed system showed promising potential for clinical 

outcome measures of walking performance in VR. We are conducting a study with normal vision and field loss patients, 

which includes a simulation of vision aids in VR. A validation study for our testing platform is also planned in near 

future.  
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